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ORDER

This matter is before the Commission on the complaint of Constellation New

Energy-Gas Division, LLC ("CNEG") against Columbia Gas of Kentucky, Inc.

("Columbia" ). The parties have jointly submitted for Commission review and approval a

Stipulation and Recommendation ("Agreement" ) which resolves all outstanding issues in

this proceeding. Having reviewed the Agreement and finding that it affords a

reasonable resolution of this matter, the Commission grants its approval and dismisses

this proceeding.

CNEG is a natural gas marketer that provides natural gas commodity and related

services to commercial and industrial customers. Its services include managing and

arranging for the supply of natural gas to its customers who are provided local

distribution services via Columbia's Delivery Service Tariff It arranges for the purchase

of each of its customer's natural gas supply requirements on a daily and monthly basis

and the acquisition of interstate pipeline transportation capacity sufficient to enable

delivery of gas to the appropriate city gate on Columbia's system.



Columbia is a Kentucky corporation engaged in the distribution, sale, and

furnishing of natural gas to or for the public for compensation, for lights, heat, power or

other uses and is subject to the Commission's jurisdiction pursuant to

KRS 278 010(3)(b).

CNEG states in its complaint that Columbia issued a Daily interruption Notice

("DIN") that restricted the amount of natural gas delivery service customers could place

nn Columbia's system based on their metering status. It alleges that Columbia had not

made the metering status of CNEG's customers known to either the customers or

CNEG and that as a result the customers were not in compliance with the DIN and were

assessed penalties for non-compliance. CNEG requests that the Commission order

Columbia to refund the penalties and make customer meter-related information

available on a continuing basis Columbia filed its answer to the complaint admitting

that it issued a DIN and that certain CNEG customers were assessed penalties, but

denying that the customers were not advised of their metering status.

After considerable negotiations, the parties reached an Agreement, which is

appended hereto as Appendix A, that resolves the parties'ispute over the assessed

penalties; provides that Columbia will create an Internet-based report that marketers

delivering gas on behalf of customers may access to determine a customer's metering

status; obligates Columbia to provide a flow-letter to its customers and their agents that

identifies the customer's account information and metering status; and sets forth agreed

tariff modifications. The Commission held a hearing on the reasonableness of the

Agreement and accepted for filing past-hearing information regarding customer

notification
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The Commission, having considered the evidence of record and being otherwise

sufficiently advised, finds that the provisions of the Agreement result in a reasonable

resolution of all issues in this proceeding and should be approved The Commission's

approval of the Agreement is based on its reasonableness in foto and does not

constitute precedent on any issue We note that the tariff modifications included in the

Agreement were also proposed in Columbia*s last general rate case and approved

therein.'T

IS THEREFORE ORDERED that

1 The Agreement, appended hereto as Appendix A, is incorporated into this

Order as if fully set forth herein

2. The terms and conditions set forth in the Agreement are adopted and

approved.

3 This case is closed and is removed from the Commission's docket.

Done at Frankfort, Kentucky, this 26th day of Narch, 2008.

By the Commission

Ex cutive Director

'ase No. 2007-00008, Application of Columbia Gas of Kentucky, Inc. for an
Adjustment of Rates. (Ky PSC Aug 29, 2007).
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STIPULATION AND BECOMMENDATION

It is the intent and purpose of the parties to this proceeding, namely Columbia Cras of

Kentucky, Inc. ("Columbia" ) and Constellation NewEnergy-Gas Division, LLC ("Constellation" ) to

express their agreemeot on a mutually satisfactory resolution of all of the issues in the instant

proceeding.

It is understood by the parties hereto that this Stipulation and Recommendation is not

binding upon the Public Service Commission ("Commission" ). The parties have expended

considerable efforts to reach the agreements that form the basis of this Stipulation and

R.ecommendation and the parties agree that this Stipulation and Recommendation, viewed in its

entirety, constitutes a reasonable resolution of all issues in this proceeding.

In addition, the adoption of'this Stipulation and Recommendation will eliminate the need for

the Commission and the parties to expend significant resources in litigation of this proceeding, and

eliminate the possibility of; and any need for, rehearing or appeals of the Commission's fmal order

herein. It is the position of the parties hereto that this Stipulation and Recommendation is supported

by suf5cient and adequate data and information, and is entitled to serious consideration by the



Commission. Based upon the parties'articipation in settlement conferences and the materials on

file with the Commission, and upon the belief'hat these materials adequately support this

Stipulation and Recommendation, the parties hereby stipulate and recommend tHe following:

1. Columbia's tariffs should be modified to better define the situations in which

customers are subject to daily interruptions. The agreed upon tariff revisions are incorporated hereto

as Attachment A. The tariff revisions include only clarifications, and do not change Columbia's

operations nor will they change application of Columbia's tariffs, The parties respectfully request

that the revised tariffs become effective thirty days after the issuance of a Commission order

approving this Stipulation and Recommendation. Within fourteen days of the filing of tlfis

Stipulation and Recommendation Columbia will promptly send each of'ts transportation customers

a letter in which Columbia advises the customers of the proposed tariff revisions, including the text

of the revised tariff provisions,

2, In November 2004 Colutnbia issued a notice to its transportation customms,

directing them to restrict their battl<ing and balancing on Columbia's system. This notice was issued

ptusuant to Columbia's tariff sheet 15 under the section entitled "Penalty Charge For Failure to

Intenupt." Columbia has traditionally refened to such notices as "Daily Delivery Interrupts"

("DDI") notices. A number of the transportation customers who used Constellation as their gas

marlceter did not restrict their deliveries as expected by Columbia. As a result, Columbia billed the

transportation customers a total of $25,192.50, and Constellation in its complaint filed in this

proceeding has disputed these penalties. In order to settle this disputed claim, the parties have

agreed that Columbia will refund half of the penalties —$ 12,558.75' to the customers against

whom the penalties were assessed. Columbia will melee the refunds to the customers on a pro rata

basis based upon the penalty amounts paid by each customer. Columbia will make the refunds by

means of bill credits in the bill cycles immediately following the issuance of a Commission order

approving tins Stipulation and Recommendation.

'his refund amount reflects the fact that $75 of the original amount in dispute has already been refunded to one of
the customers



3. Columbia will create an Internet-based report that marketers delivering gas on

behalf of customers to Columbia's city gate can access in order to determine whether or not a

marlceter's customers have monthly or daily meteting capability. Columbia and Constellation

acknowledge that this Internet-based report is a source of'information which a marketer can use

to clarify whether a marIceter's customers have monthly or daily metering capability. This report

will be designed in a way that will allow marketers to run the report as frequently as needed in

order to obtain current information on the customers for which they are agent. It will be up to

each marketer to run this report as frequently as needed to obtain current customer information.

Until Columbia can develop this report and malce it available on the Internet Columbia will mail

the report to each marketer on its system by October I of each calendar year.

4 Columbia already sends to customers and their agents a flow letter in which

Columbia conftrms agent change information and other types of account information, including

whether or not the customer has monthly or daily metering capability. Columbia agrees to con-

tinue sending these flow letters to customers and their agents.

5 Each party hereto waives all cross-examination of the witnesses of the other parties

hereto unless the Commission rejects tins Stipulation and Recommendation.

6. If the Commission issues an order adopting tins Stipulation and Recommendation in

its entirety, each of'he parties hereto agrees that it shall file neither an application for rehearing with

the Commission, nor an appeal to the Franldin County Circuit Court with respect to such order.

7. If this Stipulation and Recommendation is not adopted in its enthety, each party re-

serves the right to withdraw &om it and require that hearings go forward upon any or all matters in-

volved herein, and that in such event the terms of this Stipulation and Recommendation shall not be

deemed binding upon the parties hereto, nor shall such Stipulation and Recommendation be admit-



ted into evidence or refen ed to or relied upon in any manner by any party hereto„ the Commission,

or its Staff in any such hearing,

8. The Stipulation and Recommendation is made without any admission against, or

prejudice to, any position which any party may adopt in the event of any subsequent litigation of

this proceeding.

9, The Stipulation and Recommendation may not be cited as precedent in any future

proceeding, except to the extent required to implement the operative paragraphs of this Stipula-

tion and Recommendation.

10. This Stipulation and Recommendation is being presented only in the context of

this proceeding in an effort to resolve the proceeding in a manner which is fair and reasonable.

The Stipulation and Recommendation is the product of compromise. This Stipulation and Rec-

ommendation is presented without prejudice to any position which any of the parties may have

advanced and without prejudice to the position any of the parties may advance in the f'uture or>

the merits of the issues in future proceedings except to the extent necessary to effectuate the

terms and conditions of this Stipulation and Recommendation. This Stipulation and Recommen-

dation does not preclude the parties from taking other positions in proceedings of other public

utilities or any other proceeding.

11, The parties hereto agree that the foregoing Stipulation and Recommendation is rea-

sonable and in the best interests of all concerned, and urge the Commission to adopt the Stipulation

and Recommendation in its entirety.



AGREED, this 17"'ay of October, 2006.

Attorney for
Columbia Gas of Kentucky, Inc.

Bruce F, Clark
Attorney f'or
Constellation NewEnergy-Gas Division

October 17„2006
Date

October 17.2006
Date
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GENERAL TERMS, CONDITIONS, RULES AND REGULATIONS
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(Continued)

5 VOLUIyIE BANK

Customers must subscribe to the Banking and Balancing Serdce sel forth rm Sheet Nos 39, dg

and dl to be eligible for Ihe provisions ot Ihe Volume Bank seal!on described herein. Customers without

daily(cater~in equipment must subscribe lo the Bankipg arrd Balancing service. Daily meterino means a L! " I Deleted: demand reading

meteydev)ce that is caoabfe of measurino usaoa dai(v. Da(tv usaoe a",d measurement can be obtained

from an electronic meter device. or a charted meter device,

Cualcmera Wha haVe inalailed dally(De(er~in equipment and WhO ChoOSe nOt tc SubSCribe tO ihe g) (Deleterh damandraadiag

Banking and Balancing Service wiii be placed on a da(ly cash-out provisfon, defined as fo)lowe On

days when Customer's deliveries are less than their usage, the Company wU! sei! gas to the

Cusfomer at fhe Customeys applicable sales rafa schedule On days when Customer's deliveries

are greater than Iheir usage, Company may, ai its option, purchase the excess deliveries at
Company's Weighted Average Commodity Cost of Gas (WACCOG)

Under the Banking and Balancing Service, Company has esieblhlaed a sy;tern to account for

Customer's volumes received by Company bul not delivered to Customer al IG fadiiiles during the

same monthfy billing cycle Such undelivered volumes shat! be caged a volume bank and Cuslomer

shaft be permitted lo receive such banked volumes at a later date at Company's discretion

Tha lolal volume bank of Customer shall not at any tim exceed a 'bank Mlerance'f gve percent

(5%) of Cuslomer's Annual Transportation Volume if, at any time, Customer's volume bank exceeds
the bank tolerance. Company may require Customer to immediately reduce or stop deliveries until ils

volume bank of gas is equal to or less than the bank tolerance. in addiTion, If Cusiomer's deliveries to

Columbia on any day vary significangy from Customer's consumption on that day, Columbia may

require Customer lo immediately bring Customer's deiiveriss and consumption in!o balance

In either case, Company may, on its own initiative, take such actions as are necessary to (I)
immediately bring Customer's daliveriss and cormumplion ir to balance or {2) reduce Customer's

volume bank to a level which is equal or less khan Ihe bank totersnce permitted under Ibis section

The Company further reserves the right to set gmltations prior to, or during Ihe course of a month, on

how much gas can be scheduled by Ihe Customer in an egort 'to controf Customer's banking activily

~Dail Delivarv Interruotton~DDI

~Comcanv s desicn
)

nfati bebveen the DDI ', Defetedr Navamb

veraoebetweentheDDI [Deleted k I Shra

.(Deleted: Viva

{Deleted: - Regula

DATE OF EFFECTIVE
President,

r'ATE

OF ISSUE: Pctober 1~72555
Issued by: )derbert A. Miller

Customers without Dailv Metarino are subfact to Columbta's issuance of Dal'tv Deliverfr

inlerruotions IDDlsl Ihai will direct Customers or their Aright lo schedule confirmed suoolv volumes to

percentaoe and direct Customers or their Aoenls to schedule confirmed succly volume aoual to Dlus or
minus 3% of the DDI Dercenlaoe limes the Customers'aximum Dai!v Quantilv fMDQI. This is

in excess of Customers'DO when forecasted ocerattno conditions exceed th

assessed aoatn~sthe DDI difference. The DDI difference Is der1ned a- lhe sho

volume and the aclual dailv sucoiv deliveries durino a warm weather DDL
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5 The oa ment af atl other char es incurred b Columbia as a result of Customer
noncornoliance on the dale of the DDI dilferenca.

Deletedi Firer

Deleted: ansinel

Customers with Daliv Me!crine are sub'ect ta Columbia's issuance of DDls ihat will direct
Customers or their ants lo ad'ust usa e to match confirmed su I volumes or adiust confirmed

n uu '' " r' 5 a" M y
foilawina charoes ta the DDI difference which is defined as the difference between Ihe actual dail
usaoe and Ihe canfirmed su I volume ius or minus

3%.'AI

Twentv-five dallars 25 Mcf times Ihe DDI difference'nd

8 The a mentafal olherchar asincurredb Columbiaasa re ultofCu tomer

In Iha event Customer's volume bank exceeds the five percent t5%) bank tolerance, Customer is
subject io Ihe FSS and SST overrun charges al Ihe Columbia Gas Transmission Corporation in
addydan. If Ihe Customer's exceeded bank tolerance aauses lhe Company to incur a storage overrun
penal!y, Customer is subject to the penally

In Ihe event service hereunder Is terminated, Company will deliver to Customer volumes of
Customer's ries which Company is holding pur cant to Ibis Volume Bank secgon during the three
monthly billing cycles following Ihe date of termination However, should Customer fail to lake

(T) Change in Taxi
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GENERAL TERMS, CONDITIONS, RULES AND REGULATIONS
APPeL'JC1A'BLE T'OliDELIV4ERY~~SERVICE"-.RATiE SCHEDUrLES rONL'$!

(Continued)

VOLUME BANK

Customers must subscribe to the Banking and Balancing Service set forth on Sheet Nos. 39, 40
I and 41 io be eligible for the provisions of the Volume Bank section described herein Customers without

, daily metering equipment must subscribe to the Banking and Baiancing Service. Daily metering means a
i'eter device that is capable of measuring usage daily Daily usage and measurement can be obtained

from an electronic meter device, or a charted meter device

Customers who have installed daily metering equipment and who choose not to subscribe to the
Banlcing and Balancing Service will be placed on a daily cash-out provision, defined as follows On

I

days when Customer's deliveries are less than their usage, ihe Company will sell gas to the
Customer at Ihe Customer's applicable sales rate schedule On days when Customer's deliveries
are greater than their usage, Company may, at iis option, purchase the excess deliveries at
Company's Weighted Average Commodity Cost of Gas (WACCOG),

Under the Banking and Balancing Service, Company has established a system to account for
Customer's volumes received by Company but not delivered to Customer at its facilities during ihe
same monthly billing cycle. Such undelivered volumes shall be called a volume bank and Customer
shall be permitted to receive such banked volumes at a later date at Company's discretion

The total volume bank of Customer shail not at any time exceed a 'bank tolerance'f five percent
(5%) of Customer's Annual Transportation Volume If, at any time, Customer's volume bank exceeds
fhe bank iolerance, Company may require Customer to immediately reduce or stop deliveries until its
volume bank of gas is equal to or less than ihe bank tolerance In addition, if Customer's deliveries to
Columbia on any day vary significantly from Cusiomer's consumption on that day, Columbia may
require Customer to immediately bring Customer's deliveries and consumption into balance

In either case, Company may, on its otvn initiative, fake such actions as are necessary to (1)
immediately bring Customer's deliveries and consumption into batance or (2) reduce Customer'
volume bank to a level which is equal or less than the bank tolerance permitted under this section
The Company further reserves the right to set limitations prior to, or during the course of a month, on
how much gas can be scheduled by the Customer in an egort to control Customer's banking activity

Daily Delivery Interruption (DDI)

Customers without Daily Metering are subject to Columbia's issuance of Daily Delivery
Interruptions (DDls) that will direct Customers or their Agent to schedule confirmed supply volumes to
malch Columbia's estimate of their daily usage adjusted for contracted standby sales quantities and/or
any balancing service quantities that may be available from Columbia Columbia shall provide a DDI
percentage and direct Customers or their Agents to schedule confirmed supply volume equal to plus or
minus 3% of the DDI percentage times the Customers'aximum Daily Quantity (MDQ). This is
referred to as the DDI volume, Daily Delivery Interruptions may require the scheduling of a DDI volume

I in excess of Customers'DQ when forecasted operating conditions exceed the Company's design
criteria. Failure to comply with a Daily Delivery Interruption will result in the billing of the charges below
assessed against the DDI difference The DDI difference is defined as the shortfall between the DDI
volume and actual daily supply deliveries during a cold weather DDI, and the overage between the DDI
volume and the actual daily supply deliveries during a warm weather DDI
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enty-five dollars ($25) Mcf times ihe DDI difference; and

e payment of all other charges incurred by Columbia as a result of Customer
noncompliance on the date of the DDI difference

Customers with Daily Metering are subjeci to Columbia's issuance of DDls that will direct
Customers or Iheir Agents to adjust usage to match confirmed supply volumes or adjust confirmed

supply to match usage adjusted for contracted standby sales quantities and/or balancing services
quantities available from the Company. Failure lo comply with a DDI will result in the billing of the
following charges to the DDI difference, which is defined as the difference between the actual daily

usage and the confirmed supply volume, plus or minus 3%:

(A) Twenty-five dollars ($25) Mcf times the DDI difference; and

(S) The payment of all other charges incurred by Columbia as a result of Customer
noncompliance on the date of the DDI difference

fn the event Customer's volume bank exceeds the five percent (5%) beni: tolerance, Customer is
'ubjectto the FSS and SST overrun charges of the Columbia Gas Transmission Corporation In

addition, if the Customer's exceeded bank tolerance causes the Company to incur a storage overrun

penaiiy, Customer is subject to the penalty

in the event service hereunder is terminaled, Company will deliver to Customer volumes of
'ustomer'sgas which Company is holding pursuant to this Volume Bank section during the three

monthly billing cycles following the date of termination. However, should Customer fail to take
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